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Abstract

Purpose: to study special aspects of pedaling structure and create diagnostic models of cyclists movements’ coordination structure under fatigue in differently oriented trainings.

Material: in the research 18 elite sportsmen participated. Sportsmen fulfilled training programs on ergo-meter, directed on development of speed-power potentials and endurance in anaerobic and aerobic work.

Results: it was found that in period of fatigue overcoming dynamic shocks in applied efforts disappear and the picture of bio-dynamic components becomes smoother. With it, relative usage of efforts’ horizontal components increases. In period of evident fatigue variability of movements’ kinematic characteristics and integrated bio-electrical activity of the tested muscles increase; cyclists’ efficiency reduces.

Conclusions: distinctions in movements’ structure of cyclists in period of fatigue overcoming witness about certain tendency to transition from impulse-type pedaling to circular type. It pre-conditioned increase importance efforts’ components and effectiveness of their usage.
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Introduction

One of effective methodic technique of sportsmen movements’ structure perfection is training of movements’ technique in fatigue state [4, 9, 22, 30]. However, in this works there is no specifying of fatigue’s phase structure. Meanwhile, it is known that fatigue, resulted from tensed muscular work in sports, includes periods of surmountable (compensated) and not-surmountable (evident) fatigue [15, 18, 23].

The existing ideas about fatigue’s influence on sportsmen movements’ structures were formed on the base of testing repeated loads, modeling, mainly, competition functioning. With it, dynamic of fatigue’s influence on sportsmen’s movements’ coordination structure actually has not been studied. In such cases rather ambiguous is information about the following elements: degree of fatigue’s influence; character of provoked adaptation reactions; training effect of single work and series of repeated analogous loads [19, 24].

The purpose of the present work is study of pedaling structure and creation of diagnostic models of cyclists’ movements’ coordination structure under fatigue in differently oriented trainings.

Material and methods

Participants: in the research 18 elite sportsmen participated (members of cycling on track combined team of Ukraine).

Organization of the research: special aspects of cyclists’ movements’ coordination were studied in experiment, modeling differently oriented trainings. Sportsmen fulfilled training programs (on modified ergo-meter “Monark”), directed at development of speed-power potentials and endurance in anaerobic and aerobic works. Speed-power trainings were the following: 12-14 accelerations, (each lasted 15 seconds) at loads 3.0-3.5 kg with pulse within 185-210 bpm. Anaerobic trainings were the following: 6-8 series of acceleration (4 accelerations of 60 seconds duration at load 2.0-2.5 kg and pulse within 175-190 bpm. Aerobic trainings were: work with pulse at threshold of anaerobic metabolism (to be determined individually); duration 60-120 minutes and load 2.0-2.5 kg.

In our work we used complex method for biomechanical tests in laboratory experiment and in natural conditions of sport training. We studied dynamic of kinematic and dynamic characteristics of efforts’ horizontal and vertical components, applied to right pedal. Besides, we studied special aspects of thigh quadriceps and biceps, shin and frontal tibial muscle of right leg. When analyzing electric myogram we determined: amplitude and frequency of bio-potentials, rhythm structure of absolute and relative bio-electrical activity and muscles integrated bio-electrical activity. Besides, we calculated indicators of effectiveness and efficiency of motor functioning: we determined variability of the studied movements’ characteristics. Control of pedaling velocity was fulfilled with the help of electronic leader of pedaling velocity [20].

In our complex pedagogic, bio-mechanical and biological tests we followed Ukrainian legislation on health protection, Helsinki declaration 2000, directive №86/609 of European community on people’s participation in medical-biological researches.

Statistical analysis: in experimental data processing we found: mean values of indicators and their errors (X±m), difference between average values and its confidence (t, p). Besides we determined dispersion magnitude – variant around average value (σ, CV) and correlation between the tested indicators (r).

Results

Analysis of pedaling velocity dynamic showed periods of working in, “stable workability” and fatigue’s overcoming.

In the initial period of work we observed reduction of pedaling velocity, weakening of muscles’ contracting activity. Besides, we observed certain tendency to
increase of efficiency and effectiveness of efforts (see figs. 1-4). The period of working in is also characterized by significant variability and diversity of bio-mechanical characteristics’ changes, which are more expressed in trainings of anaerobic and speed-power orientation.

Then (after 28.7-35.1% of time from the beginning of work) stabilization of pedaling velocity and indicators of cyclists’ movements’ structure took place. In period of “stable workability” (its duration was from 22.6 to 33.1% from total duration of trainings) we observed little variability of kinematic (from 3.6 to 8.7%) and dynamic (from 6.8 to 13.0%) efforts’ characteristics. Besides, we noted reduction (by 6.9-8.7%) of resulting force impulse (p<0.05) and intensity of muscles’ electrical activity (p<0.05). Reduction of the tested indicators’ variability and efficiency of motor functioning are confidently expressed only in trainings, directed at speed power potentials and endurance in anaerobic work. In work of aerobic character we noted constant change of value and sign of pedaling structure’s parameters.

In final phase of training (after 57.4-62.2% of time from the beginning of work) need in sustaining of workability at pre-set level is perceived by the tested as significant difficulty. With it, (in spite of fatigue) cyclists keep the temp of pedaling still rather long time. In aerobic trainings sportsmen even increased pedaling temp to some extent.

Comparative analysis of the data in period of fatigue overcoming and in period of “stable workability” showed that integrated bio-electrical activity of the tested muscles increases (and the more work intensity is, the more increase of bio-electrical activity) (see figs. 1-4). In aerobically oriented trainings integrated bio-electrical activity of muscles in period of fatigue’s overcoming increased, comparing with period of “stable workability”, only by 2.5%. In trainings of speed-power and anaerobic character integrated bio-electrical activity of the tested muscles increased accordingly by 18.4% and by 17.7% (p<0.01).

Alongside with it, it was found that increase of resulting muscles’ contraction effect is determined by different correlation and degree of changes of quantitative

Fig. 1. Changes of pedaling velocity (%) of qualified cyclists in speed-power (a), anaerobic (b) and aerobic (c) orientation.
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Fig. 2. Change of resulting force impulse (H•c) for elite cyclists’ pedaling cycle in trainings of speed power (a), anaerobic (b) and aerobic (c) orientation. A – Period of training.
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and space characteristics of innervations structure of muscles’ contracting activity (see figs. 1-4).

Analysis of correlations of muscles’ bio-electrical activity characteristics permitted to mark out the factors, determining \( r \) within from 0.60 to 0.87, \( p<0.01 \) increase of integrated bio-electrical activity of muscles. In period of fatigue overcoming we noted increase of amplitude and reduction of bio-potentials’ frequency. Rhythm structure of bio-electrical activity in most of the tested muscles (except calf muscles) remained unchanged.

Recruiting of additional motor units is not the single mechanism of sustaining the required motor effect in conditions of muscles’ reduced contraction function. In aerobically oriented trainings (work with moderate intensity) gradation of muscular contraction strength was realized mainly at the account of motor-neurons’ activity rhythm’s change. With it, by the end of training frequency of bio-potentials’ oscillations of all muscles simultaneously increased. In comparison with period of “stable workability”, frequency of oscillations increased by 4.0-17.0\% (\( p<0.05 \)) (see figs. 1-4).

In period of fatigue’s overcoming re-distribution of activity between tested muscles takes place and internal innervations structure of movements’ changes. Changes of inter-muscular activity in period of fatigue’s overcoming are the most characteristic for work of moderate intensity. They are less expressed in speed-power oriented trainings [20].

Analysis of cyclists’ tensor-dynamic graphs (figs. 5-7) showed that by the end of training dynamic shocks in character of applied efforts disappear. The picture of bio-dynamic components becomes smoother. Independent on training’s orientation relative usage of efforts’ horizontal components increases. Impulse of vertical efforts’ force does not change significantly. These distinctions in the structure of sportsmen’s movements witness about certain tendency to transition from “impulse” type of pedaling to “circular” type. It pre-conditioned increase of importance of efforts’ useful components. As a result there was increase of their usage effectiveness in period of fatigue’s overcoming \( (r=0.76, p<0.05) \).

It should also be noted that in the process of progressing and overcome fatigue it is necessary to distinguish period of irresistible (evident) fatigue. The period of evident fatigue was observed only at trainings of speed-power and anaerobic orientation. At trainings of aerobic character pedaling velocity remained practically unchanged up to the moment of “refusal to work”. In this

**Fig. 3.** Change of effectiveness of efforts (\%) in elite cyclists in trainings of speed power (a), anaerobic (b) and aerobic (c) orientation. A – Period of training.

**Fig. 4.** Changes of integrated electrical activity of muscles (mcV/sec) of elite cyclists in trainings of speed power (a), anaerobic (b) and aerobic (c) orientation. A – Period of training.
Fig. 5. Changes of pedaling bio-mechanical characteristics of elite cyclists in periods of fatigue’s overcoming and evident fatigue during speed-power oriented trainings.
Legend: dark column – fatigue’s overcoming, light column – evident fatigue. 1 – changes of pedaling velocity in respect to pre-set value; 2 – force impulse per cycle; 3 – effectiveness of efforts. Changes of efforts’ kinematic characteristics; 4 – moment of start; 5 – moment of finish; 6 – moment of maximum; 7 – period of efforts’ application; 8 – integrated bio-electrical activity of muscles per cycle. In diagram distinctions in respect to period of “stable workability” are depicted.

Fig. 6. Changes of pedaling bio-mechanical characteristics of elite cyclists in periods of fatigue’s overcoming and evident fatigue during trainings of anaerobic orientation.
Legend: see fig. 5.

Fig. 7. Changes of bio-mechanical characteristics of elite cyclists in periods of fatigue’s overcoming and evident fatigue at trainings of aerobic orientation.
Legend: see fig. 5.
connection one of the tasks of our research was study of movements’ structure in period of evident fatigue. This period is characterized by reduction of pedaling velocity, which irreversibly reduced lower than admissible level in spite of all sportsmen’s will to keep it.

In our study we found that in period of evident fatigue bio-dynamic picture of cyclists’ efforts changes. Variability of movements’ kinematic characteristics confidently increases as well as integrated bio-electric activity of the tested muscles, while efficiency of cyclists’ work reduces (see figs. 5-7). Synchronized rhythm of motor units’ activity oftener is replaced by poly-phase bio-potentials.

**Discussion**

The work against the background of fatigue’s overcoming at trainings of different orientation rather positively influences on sportsmen movements’ structure. Such work naturally stimulates compensatory reactions [3]. The most characteristic is increase of muscles’ functioning tension. It expressed in involvement of additional motor units at trainings of speed-power and anaerobic orientation; in increase frequency of motor neurons’ impulses. It also expressed in activity redistribution at level of separate muscles and muscle groups at trainings for endurance to aerobic work. In period of fatigue’s overcoming there happens “correction” of external characteristics of movements and significance of the so-called “lagging behind” elements of pedaling structure increases. In such cases it is very important to increase activity of cyclists’ resulting efforts’ usage. The mentioned by us changes in pedaling structure in period of evident fatigue witness about weakening of muscles’ contraction function and emersion of discoordination in nervous centers’ functioning [11, 21, 25, 28]. In opinion of some authors [1, 6, 14, 17], increase of bio-potential oscillations’ amplitude and reduction of frequency characteristics of electric myogram (like in our researches) witness about involvement of additional motor units in active state [7, 14, 29].

The received by us data permit to assume that there are distinctions in mechanisms of muscular contractions strength gradation in period of fatigue’s overcoming, when fulfilling work of different intensity [8, 15, 32]. With it, ability to involve additional motor units under maximal loads is a substantial reserve of sustaining muscular contraction magnitude [2, 27]. When working in optimal temp, the factor of muscular activity level (in period of fatigue’s overcoming) is differentiation of motor units’ excitation rhythm [26, 31].

High level of muscular activity’s re-switching in conditions of different tiredness shall be regarded as coordination re-constructions in correlations of controlling centers. It permits to sustain resulting dynamic component of work [5, 10].

The received data can be used as diagnostic model of fatigue’s influence on cyclists’ movements’ structure in different periods of their muscular functioning. Besides, these data can be used as model of dynamic of such state progressing in differently oriented trainings. Such approach will facilitate increase of effectiveness of cyclists’ motor perfection in training process.

**Conclusions**

1. In period of fatigue’s overcoming dynamic shocks in character of applied efforts disappear and the picture of bio-dynamic components becomes smoother. With it relative use of efforts’ horizontal components increases, while force impulse of vertical efforts remains practically unchanged.

2. In period of evident fatigue variability of movements’ kinematic characteristics and integrated bio-electrical activity of the tested muscles increase, while efficiency of cyclists’ work reduces.

3. Distinctions in cyclists’ movements’ structure in period of fatigue’s overcoming witness about certain tendency to transition from “impulse” type of pedaling to “circular” type. It preconditioned increase of efforts’ useful components’ importance and effectiveness of their use.
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